
COMPARISON BETWEEN THE GREAT GATSBY AND EBB SONNETS

How does the treatment of similar content in The Great Gatsby and the prescribed poems by Elizabeth Barrett Browning
reflect changing values and perspectives? With changing perspectives, artists and authors convey their feelings for
particular social issues in varying ways through.

This era is commonly associated with a society that was staid and conservative. Elizabeth Barrett Browning
suggests that love is not only possible but necessary whereas Fitzgerald sees that love may be necessary but is
not possible. We can see from this sonnet Elizabeth already knows that the love they share is so strong that it
will beat all odds and last forever. Love is explored in both texts as a major thematic concern representing
changing values of dreams and desires. As her context is heavily religious at core, love for EBB as interpreted
by contextual perspectives is eternal. How to cite this page Choose cite format:. When they fell in love a sense
of restoration is felt by the love they share which brings forth religious beliefs and acts. The poems are
intensely personal, exploring the power of love, the absence of love and making sense of the turbulent
emotions involved with love. Gatsby tries to give the impression that his wealth is inherited but in reality
everything about Gatsby is an illusion. However the barriers separating them from being together can also be
symbolized by the love and the classification of the two villages. Barrett-Browning's poems aim to address
gender issues in her time such as female expectations and petrarchan form, but more importantly discuss the
significance of love, and the idea of an ideal or spiritual love. When comparing these 2 texts we can see that
over this time the value of dreams and desires changes, in this case the significance of love becomes less
important. Barrett-Browning's initial response to love is realistic, unsure and being cautious in her approach,
"Lest one touch of his heart convey its grief". Browning continues through her sonnets to attempt to explain
what type of love she hopes and dreams for. This illusion creates a sense of irony in the story because Gatsby
who has the money to possess and attract anything or anyone, cannot have or buy the thing he most wants and
desires; his past love for Daisy. Thus, having both texts been written in different times, their contexts are
affected and hence their distinct attitudes towards enduring values such as ideal love we human beings share.
Through the narration of Nick Caraway we are exposed to a post WWW new world which is faithless, loveless
and careless, thus making idealized love difficult to survive. J Eckleburg which had just emerged, pale and
enormous, from the dissolving night", "God sees everything". The idea of spiritual love is explored in both
texts, and their contextual differences affect the viewpoints of the composers on these values. Essay Topic:
Literature , F. Like Browning, Gatsby also shares similar aspirations, also longing for an ideal type of love that
is not ordinary. Elizabeth has had a depressing past life and her lover is seen as her rescuer. Throughout the
sonnet it is evident that she prefers pure love more than any other, "If thou must love me let it be for nought,
but for love's sake only". Word count: Author: Irvin Norwood. Similar to Gatsby is Daisy. Both texts deal with
the themes and concepts of ideal and pure love, but having been written in different times produces contrasting
contexts, and hence differing perspectives. Furthermore, the silver symbolisms throughout the sonnets "silver
answer" and "silver iterance" highlights the value of their love, but 'gold' is ultimately saved for Heaven - pure
and eternal love, "I shall but love thee better after death". Fitzgerald, the author uses the the settings of the
East and West Egg to present the differences in the classes and the demise of the American dream in theâ€¦
Words - Pages 5 The Great Gatsby Essay vs. But two landmark authors portray a different story. Doing so it
involves exposing and illustrating the overpowering sexual natures individuals possess. In direct contrast,
religion plays no part in the demoralised world of Gatsby; the eyes of Doctor T. Both texts explore similar
themes and recurring human values, but only to a ceratain extent; as they are written in different times, it
affects their contexts and hence their perspectives on these values. Barrett-Browning's poems take on the
Petrarchan form to challenge courtly love and the idea of pure love, as opposed to Gatsby's infinite hunger for
platonic love which is unattainable in a materialistic world; a world that lacked strong moral grounding taints
the purity of love. Thus, it is from a study of texts in tandem that responders gain better understanding of a
contrast of contexts and common thematic concerns. Elizabeth Barrett-Browning and Scott Fitzgerald shows
contradicting ideas and perspectives of pure, platonic love through 'Sonnets from the Portugese' and 'The
Great Gatsby', respectively.


